In machine job shops with automated guided vehicles (AGVs) as mean of transportation of job parts, it's usually hard to determine the optimal fleet size of AGVs for achieving a desired performance. In this paper a heuristic AGV dispatching algorithm is constructed based on the concept of ideal pipeline and Petri Net theory to balance the job part scheduling and AGV dispatching that minimize the number of AGVs for achieving zero idle time of the machine. The problem is formulated as polynomial equations owing to the mathematical property of Petri Net and since obtaining the optimal solution is computationally difficult, a way to circumvent the difficulty is necessary for the real application of the algorithm. A heuristic dispatching algorithm that schedules the dispatch of AGVs on a selected window basis is used to reduce the computation time and makes the dispatching algorithm capable of real time implementation.
INTRODUCTION 1
In machine job shop with AGVs as mean of material handling, due to the unbalance of job scheduling and AGV dispatching, the phenomenon is well known that the machines in a job shop usually experience repeated cycles of busy periods interleaved with idle periods. The machines may be busy and find many jobs waiting in front of them, while sometimes they're idle without any job to be processed. Deployed more AGVs than required not only increase the operation cost, but also may result in increased congestion that cause delays in completing their tasks. Using too few AGVs results in underutilization of machining resources. It's desirable to achieve the performance requirements by using the smallest number of AGVs.
In order to resolve the required number of AGVs to be deployed, several approaches can be found in the literature. Maxwell (1982) presented an AGV operational featured, time-independent analytical model to estimate the minimum number of AGVs to support the material handling needs in their pioneer work. Egbelu (1987) presented four non-simulation deterministic analytical procedures for estimation the required number of AGVs. Sinriech (1992) developed a multi-criteria optimization model that considers tradeoff ratio between cost and throughput to determine the AGV fleet size.
Heuristic methods with appeal stems from their ability to obtain near optimal solution in polynomial time by restricting the search domain toward feasible, efficient schedules have become an important area of research and application. Pipeline is a well-known technique that is used to improve the throughput performance of production lines and some electronic devices. Petri Net as a tool for the optimal scheduling by through the token planning that reduce the number of transitions fired or cycle time of a manufacturing systems is well known (Sun, 1994 & Jeng 1999 . In this paper, a heuristic AGV dispatch scheduling algorithm that constructs an AGV dispatch schedule based on the concept of ideal pipeline and Petri Net theory is introduced. The pipeline concept together with the token movement behavior in a Petri Net model can make a balanced dispatching schedule of AGVs through the marking planning. That is, AGVs are represented by tokens and the planned marking in the places governs the dispatching of the AGV in a way that the AGVs supplies jobs for machine and makes the machine as busy as possible. Due to the mathematical feature of Petri Net, the problem can be formulated as a set of polynomial equations, and the AGV's dispatching becomes that follows the solutions of the polynomial equations. For large number of job parts, the solution can't be obtained without long time computation. A heuristic algorithm that applies small schedule window, i.e. schedules a few AGVs' dispatches at a time, can greatly reduce the calculation time and make the algorithm capable of real time implementation. In the simulation, we see that very good performance can be obtained using the proposed dispatching algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is the problem formulation. The proposed scheduler model is presented in section 3. The exact solution is discussed in section 4 and the heuristic dispatching algorithm is presented in section 5. Section 6 is a simulation example and section 7 is the conclusion. associated with machine and AGVs. Since delay of AGVs caused by conflicts is usually inevitable, in our model, we allow delay of AGVs. The problem is formulated as follows. There is only one job type with M job parts stored in the shop that needs to be processed by one machine. The tools for transporting the job parts are unit-load AGVs and the processing orders of parts by the machine is based on first come first serve rule with constant service time service T required for each part. The machine can handle at most one job part at a time and the AGV is assumed to stay there until the machine finished the part it carries before it can be dispatched again. It is also assumed that initially the AGVs stay in the machine area, and only one get dispatched every service T . Since it is easy to reach the zero idle time of the machine by using much more AGVs than required and introduce more operation cost. It is desirable to find the minimum number of AGVs for achieving the required performance. In this paper we will minimize the number of AGVs subjecting to zero idle time of the machine. More precisely, the problem is to determine the minimum number of AGVs and scheduling the minimum number of AGVs in a way that achieves the zero idle time of the machine. The problem will further be expressed in mathematical formulation.
•
Ideal Minimum Number of AGVs
The detail of the AGV movement cycle in the shop can be illustrated by a timed place Petri Net model as shown in Figure 1 . The minimum mean movement cycle time of AGVs and min N the ideal minimum number of AGVs required for achieving the zero idle time of the machine is investigated. Then min N will be used as the initial number of AGVs in the proposed algorithm. The minimum mean movement cycle time of AGV will be used as the criterion for determining the minimum number of AGVs in the schedule window. t represent the events that the AGV is the first one in the machine's queue, finished the service by the machine, arrived at the job part destination, finished the loading of the job part and arrived at the machine respectively. The process time is associated with places and the transitions are timeless. Followed Figure 1 , as the time of each place specified, the movement cycle time of AGV for job part K, equals 
Therefore, the minimum AGV total work time for M job parts in the shop to be moved by the AGVs to the machine and served by the machine is
The minimum mean time of AGV movement cycle is
Then, min N , the ideal minimum number of AGVs that needs to be deployed in the shop to achieve the zero idle time of the machine is
where ceil(x) denotes the smallest integer greater than x.
The Minimum Number of AGVs Required in the Worst Case
Let cycle T be the time that an AGV departs from a machine for a job part and bring the job part back to the machine without including the time waiting in the queue and the time served by the machine, i.e. 
After the min N and min M are obtained, the one machine job shop AGV scheduling problem becomes searching the real minimum number of AGVs N,
, to achieve the zero idle time of the machine and it can be formulated as
T is the idle time and the number of job parts M needs to be greater than N the minimum number of AGVs.
PROPOSED MODEL
An ideal pipeline is that if a job can be divided into n even portions of sub-jobs and each sub-job can be processed by one machine, then line up the n machines and ignore the overhead, the throughput of the line can be n times faster. The ideal pipeline is modeled using Petri Net as shown in Figure 2 Since the time for the machine to process a job part is equal to service T , by the time d × service T after the dispatched of the AGV from the machine area for a job part, the AGV will carry the job part back to the machine. If the time service T is treated as the time for a stage of an ideal pipeline, then initially the job part as shown in Equation (9), is d stages away from the machine. Since the AGV after dispatched is moving toward the machine, every service T AGV is one stage closer to the machine and finally it will reach the machine at time d × service T . The AGVs moving in the shop can be viewed as the products moving in a pipeline stage by stage.
The Petri Net pipeline scheduler is shown in Figure 3 (Murata 1989 ) and the scheduler model need to be illustrated. Theorem 1: For one machine AGV system scheduling using AGV pipeline scheduler, let F be a sequence of firing vectors, if F makes a set of schedule states θ and θ ∈π, then the sequence F is a schedule that will achieve zero idle time of the machine. Proof: The schedule set θ is a subset of admissible schedule set that has the place 0 p always marked. Since 0 p is always marked, it means that the machine is always busy, i.e. the idle time of the machine is zero.
The AGVs follow the sequence of firing vector F can achieve the zero idle time of the machine. Therefore, the sequence F is a schedule that achieves zero idle time of the machine.
Without loss of generality, let matrix B ′ be an identical 
, M is the total number of job parts
EXACT SOLUTION
By expanding the formulation above for M job parts scheduling, the solution of the zero idle time using minimum number of AGVs scheduling problem by enumerating all of the possible cases is equivalent to solve the following two procedures iteratively.
Procedure 1:
Find the firing sequences Procedure 2: Sequencing the job parts to satisfy any of the firing sequences in (15) is the dispatching schedule that the AGVs can follow to achieve the zero idle time using the N AGVs. If the M job parts in the shop can't make any of the firing sequences in the set b to have equation (15) satisfied, increasing the number of AGVs by one, i.e. N = N+1 and repeat the procedures 1 and 2, until equation (15) is satisfied or N = M.
PROPOSED DISPATCHING ALGORITHM
As the computation for optimal scheduling has a combinatory flavor, a scheduling for a smaller number of job parts is required to avoid lengthy computation. Therefore, a window that confines the number of job parts to be scheduled at a time is applied and a criterion for determining the minimum number of AGVs in a scheduling window is also necessary. The size of the window governs the number of job parts to be scheduled and picked by AGVs. If the window size is w, then only w job parts are scheduled to be picked by the AGVs at a time.
The Criterion for Determining Minimum Number of AGV in a Schedule Window
Since only w job parts are scheduled in a window, by using arbitrary number of AGVs, the firing sequences can be easily obtained using equation (14) and it may also easy to find plenty set of w job parts that satisfy equation (15). Therefore, since the use of window, a criterion is required for determining the minimum number of AGVs in the window. The minimum mean cycle time of AGVs is used as the criterion to determine the number of AGVs to be deployed, i.e. the number of AGVs can achieve the zero idle time and also have the job parts satisfied ,where x= w, 2w, 3w,..is the number of job parts that have been scheduled to be processed or already been processed by machine.
Time Lending and Time Borrowing
Since the schedule is on a window by window basis, the first state of current window is the sequential state of the last state in the previous window and the first state of next window is the sequential state of the last state of current window, and so forth. The scheduling of current window is related to the schedule of the previous and next windows. We know that, in order to reach the zero idle time, the places 0 p and 1 p need to be always marked. If some AGVs are assigned to pick up the far job parts, then there are some AGVs needed to be assigned to the near job parts in order to have the places 
Dispatching Algorithm
The dispatch of AGVs is scheduled in a window by window basis. It is desirable to start from using the ideal minimum number of AGVs min N to search the schedule for meeting the zero idle time requirement. A dispatch scheduling algorithm for generating a nondelay schedule, a schedule in which the machine is kept busy at any time when it could begin processing some operation is now presented using the following steps.
Step 1 where g is the number of windows that have been scheduled before current window.
Step 5 If a firing sequence b satisfies equation (17), then the firing sequence b is the schedule to be followed and the job parts satisfy equation (16) are the parts scheduled to be processed and goes to step 6. Otherwise increase N by 1, i.e 1 + = N N , and goes to step 3.
Step 6 Execute the tasks by following the selected firing sequence and job parts. Use the final state of the current window as S 0 of the next window and goes to step 3 to find the schedule for the next window, until no more job parts in the shop or the process needs to be ended.
SIMULATION
In the simulation, we only compare 6, 7 and 8 job part cases and the results are shown in 107.4, 41.4, 164.4, 96.6, 131.4 164.25 6 0 164. 4, 96.6, 229.2, 232.5, 74.7, 107.4, 41.4, 131.4 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a heuristic AGV dispatching algorithm based on the concept of ideal pipeline and Petri Net theory is constructed and implemented for balancing the dispatching of AGVs to achieve the zero idle time of machine using minimum number of AGVs. Since the algorithm applies small schedule window that only schedules a few AGVs' dispatches at a time, the calculation time for finding the suitable solution is greatly reduced so that makes the algorithm capable of real time implementation. The simulation result shows that the use of the proposal algorithm obtains very close result as the optimal solution in some random selected cases.
